10948 E. Bayshore Rd.
Marblehead, OH 43440
Phone: (419) 798-4434
employment@baypointresortandmarina.com

Bartender
Seasonal, full- or part-time; approximate starting and ending dates: 3/22/21 to 11/13/21
Job Summary:
Bartenders mix and serve alcoholic beverages based on customer requests. They verify the identification and
age of customers, prepare and serve alcoholic beverages, accept payment from customers, clean glasses and bar
utensils and balance cash receipts to record sales. A quality Bartender candidate is knowledgeable about
mixology and is capable of mixing traditional drinks as well as crafting creative cocktails. Successful
Bartenders increase customer retention and loyalty by mixing and serving quality cocktails with impeccable
customer service.
Duties and Responsibilities:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Verify identification and age of customer
Mix traditional and creative cocktails
Process payment from customers
Clean glasses and bar utensils
Make suggestions based on customer tastes and preferences
Open and maintain tabs throughout their shift
Build rapport with members ang guests to create a positive atmosphere
Adhere daily dress code standards (uniform and appearance)
Any and all other duties assigned to you

Skills and Qualifications
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

▪

Knowledge of applicable law and regulations
Knowledge of mixology for traditional and creative cocktails
Understanding of unique and complementary flavor pairings
Ability to evaluate customer satisfaction and responsiveness
Ability to enforce company policies regarding the consumption of alcohol
Accountability in maintaining inventory and processing payments
Working knowledge of computer/Point-of-Sale (POS)
Must be able to work a flexible schedule based on operations needs including nights, weekends and
holidays
Physical requirements include but are not limited to: standing for a long period of time, sitting, hearing,
speaking, reaching/lifting/pushing/carrying up to 30 pounds, bending and walking
Flexible work environment requiring adaptability to demanding fast pace, noise and temperature.
Safety is the business and responsibility of every employee and can be achieved through proper education,
training, use of protective equipment and by following safety rules, regulations, standards, and laws. Each
employee is responsible for understanding and practicing appropriate safety procedures
Any offer of employment will be contingent up satisfactory completion of background verification.

Bay Point Resort and Marina is an Equal Opportunity Employer

